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Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
We are back to being more circumspect on the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE.
Which is not to say it is not highly active at present. However, it would seem that today’s activity is not
going to be much more than a setup for what transpires into the very critical first week of the month
economic data beginning on Tuesday.
Here’s the critical consideration today: The key this morning it that Thursday's EQUITIES
strength put the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE back out above the 1,925-32 resistance, which also
was still represents a Negation of the 1,922 DOWN Break from last week Thursday. That put
the burden of proof was back on the bears to demonstrate the market could fail back below
1,922 to reinvigorate the bearish tendencies. And that most definitely did not occur, as
Thursday morning’s early low was 1,922.50.
As noted on previous occasions, higher resistances are into the interim 1,950 area, so it's no
surprise it was able to reach that once the trend reverted back to stronger activity after last
week’s Tuesday-Wednesday ‘hiccup’. While the next interim resistance in the 1,958-62 area
was tested Friday morning, the market dropped back below 1,950 later on Friday. While it still
appears to want to hold pullbacks, the next support is in fact back down into violated 1,925-32
resistance with a buffer to 1,922.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis at www.rohrblog.com for more on the technical trend indications and an extended macro-fundamental
influences discussion. It is available to all Gold and Platinum echelon subscribers along with
the Market Observations.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND VIEW will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-blog.com
for Platinum echelon subscribers.
Please reply ‘Unsubscribe’ if you no longer wish to receive these emails.
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